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Dear friends and clients,
Time flies, particularly when you enjoy what you are
doing. This is how the last few years have passed for
me: I am fond of my work and do it with love and
passion, but above all with pleasure. Mentink & Roest
Antiquairs was founded in 1989, and in 2008 I took
over the business. I am proud that we are now able
to celebrate our 10th anniversary in Ingen. Over the
past ten years I have had the privilege of seeing the
most beautiful antique pieces go through my hands,
I have met innumerable interesting people and my
knowledge has only increased. I would like to give
expression to our passion and our appreciation of
the trust which you have put in us during all those
years by offering you a gift - a booklet that we have
published in honour of our 10th anniversary.
Our aim with this book is to show you a selection of
rare masterpieces. Each clock and work of art is fully
illustrated and comprehensively described.
As you may know, Mentink & Roest Antiquairs was
originally established in Vught. In 2008 the business
moved to Ingen, where our main collection is exhibited
in an attractive environment in our manorhouse.
Visitors to our house are always warmly welcomed
and are given the opportunity to view our pieces in
peace and quiet. My team and I are happy to receive
you, preferably by appointment. As you know, we are
also represented each year at the European Fine Art

Fair (TEFAF) in Maastricht, the world’s leading art
and antiques fair, where visitors can admire our most
recent acquisitions.
Mentink & Roest Antiquairs is fortunate to have at
its disposal a group of highly qualified collaborators,
all experts in their fields. All objects which come into
our possession are carefully examined, restored and
catalogued, and are subsequently displayed on our
website, so that everyone is able to take note of the
objects included in our collection online. This website
is continually updated.
Whether you are the curator of a museum, a private
collector or a private individual, we are here to share
our passion with you. Our aim is to treat authentic
antique clocks, barometers and scientific instruments
with respect, to conserve them for posterity and of
course to enjoy the beauty of this heritage together
with you. May this booklet be an inspiration for you.

Menno Hoencamp
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A FABULOUS MINIATURE AUGSBURG
SILVER MOUNTED TORTOISESHELL
STRIKING CURIO CABINET
SIGNED: JACOB MAYR AUGUSTAE
CIRCA 1695
SIZE: 36 X 26.5 X 15 CM.

INTRODUCTION
When master craftsmen combine their skills, the
result of their joint efforts can result in a spectacular
creation. This clock, with its ornaments and precious
stones, is designed to dazzle the beholder, making
them aware of the preciousness of time. This magnificent object is the result of the cooperation between
the renowned clockmaker Jacob Mayr (1648-1714)
and the eminent cabinet maker Heinrich Eichler the
Elder (1637-1719). Together, they have produced an
exceptional Augsburg miniature curio cabinet with
clock. At this time clockmakers worked alongside
silversmiths, goldsmiths, jewellers, painters and
cabinet makers to produce outstanding and impressive clocks. Augsburg became famous throughout
Europe as the pinnacle of quality in the production of
luxury objects, of which clocks were just one example. This curio cabinet with clock is a perfect example of the skills of the Augsburg artisans. Cabinets
were made for private clients from the well-to-do
bourgeoisie and nobility. The cabinets were made of
wood and lavishly embellished. They had drawers in
which the owner could store his art, jewels and natural curiosities. The owner could entertain his guests
with his curio cabinet full of treasures and exquisite
objects. The outward appearance of these cabinets
became increasingly elaborate and luxurious in the
course of the seventeenth century. Its appearance
often became more important than the contents

themselves. Cabinet makers were commissioned to
produce cabinets which would impress the beholder
with their authority, wealth and art. The cabinets
were decorated with fashionable accessories and
reliefs, inspired by drawings made by important
German and Dutch artists. The decorations were
adapted to the taste of the nobility. Popular themes
were science, the arts, virtue and love, combined
with elements from the cosmos with which the
cosmic order was symbolised. The combination of
a cabinet with an integral clock first appeared in
Augsburg near the end of the seventeenth century.
Prior to this the timepiece would be in one of the
drawers. Thus the cabinet with a clock became an
Augsburg specialty. The present cabinet is particularly desirable because of its small size.
LITERATURE
Cristine Kowalski, die Augsburger Prunkkabinette mit Uhr von Heinrich
Eichler d.Ä. (1637-1719) und seiner Werkstatt.
J. Abeler. Meister der Uhrmacherkunst, p. 420.
PROVENANCE
This ingenious art object was probably in the possession of the Irish
viscountess Sophia Irvine (1799-1880), the wife of Arthur Hill-Trevor
(1798-1862), the Third Viscount of Dungannon in Ireland. Because of
her travels in Europe, Sophia Irvine had developed a taste for French
and German furniture art and purchased many objects, including this
miniature curio cabinet with clock.
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CASE
The wooden cabinet is veneered with shell from
the hawksbill turtle. This exotic material was
applied on all Augsburg curio cabinets. The cabinet is embellished with precious stones, arabesque
motifs popular at that time, as well as floral and
leaf ornaments. The doors have columns to the
sides, inlaid with lapis lazuli, a deep blue semi-precious stone which exudes royalty and honour. The
ornaments on the door have precious stones set in
elaborately pierced surrounds, including turquois,
amethyst and sapphire. The inside of the doors are
covered with mirrors and gilt-silver cherubs below.
There are eight lockable drawers, which are also
embellished by beautiful ornamentation and precious stones. Mythological images were very popular with the nobility, such as the two figures which
flank the movement. The helmeted female figure
with shield to the right depicts the Roman goddess Minerva, the personification of wisdom and
arts. The female figure to the left depicts Venus,

the goddess of love and beauty, with roses in her
left hand. Both figures hold a wreath high in their
hands, which can signify various things in art: a
symbol of power or a reward for master craftsmanship in art or victory in love. The cabinet is
surmounted by an angel, the messenger of the
gods and executor of their decrees over mankind
on earth. The shell visible below the angle is a
symbol of birth and rebirth and refers to the cycle
of time. Possibly, Venus emphasises the aesthetic
side of the art object, Minerva refers to the practical and ingenious side of the timepiece and the
angel reminds us of the temporary nature of life.
The whole is an exquisite example of the way in
which the various art forms and symbols come
together. Without any doubt it will have evoked
many associations and deep admiration of the
beholder.
DIAL
The clock at the top has a firegilt-brass dial with
a silver Roman chapter ring, on which the time is
indicated by a single blued-steel hand. The dial is
signed above the middle in an engraved cartouche in cursive letters by the maker: Mayr. There is
a date aperture above the VI, whilst the pendulum
swings in front of the dial, a so-called Kuhschwanzpendel (‘oxtail pendulum’).
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven movement has a spring barrel
with hourstriking, chain fusee, verge escapement
and balance wheel. When the hinged movement
is turned outwards, a beautiful engraved backplate becomes visible, which is finely engraved,
depicting leaf motifs around the elegant signature
JACOB MAYR AUGUSTEA. Duration 24 hours.
JACOB MAYR
Jacob Mayr was active as a clock and watchmaker
in Augsburg, where he became a master clockmaker in 1672. To acquire this title, he had to
produce a ‘masterpiece’, which would be strictly
assessed by the masters of the Clockmakers’
Guild. There are several clocks by Jacob Mayr in
museums and private collections, for instance a
flamboyant table clock in the British Royal Collection, whilst the British Museum has a curious
globe clock by his hand.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL SMALL AND
ELEGANT ‘TELLERUHR’ WITH
MULTIPLE INDICATIONS
SIGNED: ADAM GLUCK AUGUSTA
CIRCA 1680
DIAMETER: 15.5 CM.

CASE
Circular gilt brass dial plate with a pierced and
engraved silver centre as a backdrop for three chapter rings, surrounded by a repoussé foliage decor,
the rear painted with a laurel wreath on an off-white
background around the movement protected by a
brass housing. The dial is surmounted by a gilt-brass
suspension ring.

DIAL
The dial has an eccentric hour chapter ring with
Roman numerals and inner gilt-brass chapter ring
with Arabic numerals for date indication. In the centre is a silver moon phase disc with engraved moon
and stars and Arabic numerals for the moon age
with an engraved gilt-brass cover. The time is indicated by a finely cut single hand, the tail indicating
the date. There are two subsidiary dials with Arabic
numerals and gilt-brass single hands with flower
motif for auxiliary seconds (top) and the quarters
(also with Roman numerals), mounted on a finely
pierced and engraved silver foliage décor. The front
pendulum (Kuhschwanzpendel) is suspended at the
top.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven circular gilt-brass full plate movement with baluster pillars has a chain fusee and verge
escapement with short front pendulum. The backplate is signed in elaborately engraved calligraphic
and scrolling script ADAM GLUCK AUGUSTA. To
the left of the signature is a numbered (1-6) ratchet
wheel to preset the mainspring. Duration 30 hours.
ADAM GLÜCK
In 1672 Adam Glück was recorded as an independent clockmaker in Augsburg. He died around 1686.
Today some of his clocks form part of the collections
of renowned museums such as the British Museum
in London.

LITERATURE
J. Abeler, Meister der Uhrmacherkunst, p. 185.
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A FINE FRENCH BRACKET ‘CONSOLE’
CLOCK WITH STRIKING ON REQUEST
SIGNED: THURET APARIS
CIRCA 1720
SIZE: 45 X 20 X 11 CM.

CASE
The waisted, green-stained horn-veneered oak
case rests on a similarly executed bracket. Case
and bracket are embellished with brass and ebony
line inlays as well as ormolu cast-brass ornaments,
showing leaf and vine motifs. The dial is protected
by a waisted glazed door with a gilt-brass frame. The
sides decorated with inlay, whilst the case is surmounted by a female head, set in an acanthus leaf
and scroll surround with a flame finial on top.
DIAL
The ormolu dial has thirteen enamelled cartouches
(a so-called treize pièces), twelve of which have blue
Roman hour numerals, surrounded by an Arabic
five-minute ring. The time is indicated by a pair of
period blued-steel hands. There is a small hole in the
XII cartouche, which give access to the rise-and-fall
regulation, which is connected to the silk-suspended
pendulum. Below the chapter ring is a white enamel
signature cartouche: THURET.
MOVEMENT
The eight-day spring-driven movement is constructed between waisted brass plates and has verge
escapement with a silk-suspended short pendulum.
In addition it has pull quarter repeat on a bell, the
hours with one stroke and the quarters with two
strokes. The back plate is signed Thuret AParis.
Duration 8 days.

LITERATURE
Tardy, Dictionnaire des Horlogers Français, p. 614.

JACQUES-AUGUSTIN THURET
The maker, Jacques-Augustin Thuret, son
of the well-known clockmaker Isaac Thuret,
was born in 1669. He was established in the
Galeries du Louvre in Paris and became Horloger du Roi in 1694. When he was 35 he married Louise Bérain (1694). He was also active
in Amsterdam around 1700. He died in 1739.
There are clocks by his hand in various museums, such as the Wallace Collection, London,
Historisches Museum, Basel, and the Musée
national des Techniques Paris.
15

AN EXCEPTIONAL FINE AND RARE
ANGLO-RUSSIAN MAHOGANY QUARTER
CHIMING BRACKET CLOCK
SIGNED: HYNAM, HORLOGER DE LA COUR
À ST. PETERSBURG
CIRCA 1790
SIZE: 32.5 X 23 X 16 CM.

CASE
The mahogany case of this extremely beautiful clock
has wooden scroll buttresses to the sides, embellished by rosettes. The front door is flanked by two
ormolu Corinthian pillars. There are silk-backed
pierced brass sound frets above and beneath the
dial. The case is surmounted by five gilt brass ball
finials and has a moulded arch. The clock rests on
six gilt brass feet in the shape of a boar.
DIAL
The circular enamel dial has a chapter ring with black
Roman hour numerals, five-minute and minute divisions. The time is indicated by a fine pair of pierced
gilt-brass hands. The maker has signed the dial
HYNAM, HORLOGER DE LA COURT à ST. PETERSBURG. The dial is protected by a glazed door with a
convex glass set in a gilt-brass bezel.
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MOVEMENT
The spring-driven triple-fusee brass movement consists of going and striking trains with trip repeat. The
going train has verge escapement and a short pendulum. The striking trains indicates the hours fully
on a bell, followed by one of several tunes on eight
bells with eight hammers. This can be repeated at all
times by pulling a chord to the side of the clock. The
backplate has a border engraving and is engraved
with the maker’s name: HYNAM, HORLOGER DE
LA COUR à ST. PETERSBURG. Duration 8 days.
NOTE
A boar was connected with both the sun and the
moon. As a solar symbol it represented masculinity.
It was also a fertility symbol and was regarded as a
holy animal.
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ROBERT HYNAM
Robert Hynam lived from 1737 to 1817 and was originally from England. He was active as a clockmaker
in London from 1750. In 1767 he left for Russia where
he worked at the Russian court. He was a member
of the Royal Society of Arts in London, the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences and honorary member of
the Moscow University. There are clocks by Hynam
in the Hermitage State Museum in St. Petersburg.

LITERATURE
Brian Loomes, Watchmakers & Clockmakers of the World, London, 2010,
p. 406.
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‘KEYHOLE’
AN INTERESTING WELL-PROPORTIONED
FRENCH SKELETON STRIKING MANTEL
CLOCK WITH REMONTOIR
CIRCA 1830
SIZE: 44 X 22.5 X 8.5 CM.

CASE
The delicate gilt-brass ‘keyhole’ skeleton is situated
on a cone-shaped brass support, which in its turn
rests on an oval black-marble base with four giltbrass bun feet.
DIAL
The white enamelled dial has an Arabic chapter ring,
with Arabic quarter-hour, five-minute and minute
divisions. The chapter ring has two finely cast giltbrass bezels on both the inside and the outside. The
time is indicated by a fine pair of blued-steel Breguet
hands.
MOVEMENT
This stunning gilt-brass skeleton clock has an eightday movement with going and striking trains, driven
by a single barrel. The going train has pin-wheel
escapement and a short pendulum with knife-edge
suspension. The striking train is regulated by an
internal countwheel and indicates the hours fully
and the half-hours with a single stroke on a bell, situated below the movement. It is driven by the going
train via a remontoir system. Duration 8 days.
LITERATURE
Derek Roberts, Continental and American Skeleton Clocks, West Chester,
1989, p. 90.
F.B. Royer Collard, Skeleton Clocks, London, 1977, p. 80-81.
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PROVENANCE

LITERATURE

H.M. Vehmeyer, Belgium

E. Morpugo, Nederlandse klokken- and horlogemakers vanaf 1300, p. 133.
Dr. R. Plomp, Spring-driven Dutch pendulum clocks, 1657-1710, p. 236.
W.F.J. Hana, Klokkenkijkboek, plate 21.
H.M. Vehmeyer, Clocks, their origin and development 1320-1880, p. 312-313.

A IMPORTANT DUTCH EBONY, SILVER
AND ORMOLU STRIKING ‘HAAGSE KLOK’
SIGNED: PIETER VISBAGH FECIT HAGAE
CIRCA 1685
SIZE: 35 X 25.5 X 13.5 CM.

CASE
The broken-arch ebony-veneered pine case has a
glazed front door which is flanked by barley twist
pillars, whilst the sides have glazed rectangular panels with moulded frames. There are mouldings at
the top and the bottom, as well as along the arch,
which make the case well-proportioned and lively.
Upon turning the dial, a star-inlay in the backboard is
revealed. At the rear of the top of the case there are
two suspensions eyes, making the clock both a table
and a wall clock. The whole rests on five ball feet,
the fifth to prevent the clock from tipping over when
the door is opened.
DIAL
The black-velvet covered dial can be turned outwards
on hinges to the left. It has a skeletonised gilt-brass
chapter ring with Roman hour numerals, half-hour
and Arabic minute divisions. The time is indicated
by a pair of pierced silver hands. Under the chapter
ring is an elaborately pierced gilt-brass repoussé leaf
cartouche which is signed by the maker: PIETER VISBAGH FECIT HAGAE. Behind this cartouche, which
is hinged, is a hole through which the pendulum can
be set going. The top corners have silver repoussé
spandrels in the shape of cherubs, whilst the signature cartouche is flanked by two repoussé silver figures.
MOVEMENT
The eight-day movement has going and striking
trains, driven by a single barrel. The going train has
verge escapement, with short, silk suspended pendulum between cycloidal cheeks. The backcock has
typical large pierced and engraved feet. The hour
striking indicates the hours on a bell, mounted on
the top of the case behind moulded broken-arch
pediment. It is regulated by an outside blued-steel
backed pierced and engraved count wheel with Arabic numerals indicating the position of the striking
train. Duration 8 days.

PIETER VISBAGH
Pieter Visbach/Visbagh was born in The Hague
around 1634 and died there in 1722. In 1646 he was
apprenticed to Salomon Coster, who later worked for
Huygens developing the pendulum clock. He moved
to Middelburg in 1652, where he probably worked
with Adam Oosterwijck, Severijn Oosterwijck’s father,
who also worked for Huygens. After Coster’s death
in 1659 he returned to The Hague and in 1660 took
over the workshop from Coster’s widow, accepting
the obligation to keep on young Christiaan Reijnaert,
another Coster apprentice, as an employee. He first
rented a house in Wagenstraat/Veerkade and later, in
1671, bought it. From 1660 to 1685/1690 he was the
most important clockmaker in The Hague. A great
many of his clocks have been preserved. He was the
first master of the Clockmakers’ Guild in The Hague,
founded in 1688. His younger brother Geerlof was
also a maker of Hague clocks; his son Frederick succeeded his father as keeper of the clock of the Nieuwe
Kerk (‘New Church’).
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AN EXCELLENT TECHNICAL FRENCH
MAHOGANY YEAR-GOING LONGCASE
REGULATOR WITH EQUATION OF TIME
AND A YEAR CALENDAR
SIGNED: J.S. BOURDIER H.GER MÉCANICIEN A PARIS
ENAMEL SIGNED: DUB. 1059
DATED: 1813
SIZE: 209 X 29 X 51.5 CM.

CASE
The mahogany-veneered oak case is glazed on three
sides, the front door is locked with a elegant spring
loaded locking system. The weight is hidden in a
double backboard, so that the pendulum is entirely
visible. The base and top are embellished by mouldings.
DIAL
The white enamelled circular dial is set in a gilt-brass
bezel. The Roman chapter ring has outer five-minute
and inner seconds divisions. The time is indicated
by a delicate pair of blued-steel Breguet hands, the
minute hand counter-balanced and a counter-balanced blued-steel seconds hand. In the matted silver
centre is a year calendar and an equation sector.
The time equation is indicated by a gilt hand with
an engraved sun emblem and the indications Soleil
Retarde and Soleil Avance. The date and month are
indicated by a blued-steel pointer. The maker has
signed and dated the dial as follows: J.S. BOURDIER
H.GER MÉCANICIEN, A PARIS 1813. The back of the
enamelled dial is signed Dub 1059 (for Dubuisson).
MOVEMENT
The weight-driven plated movement has dead-beat
escapement, maintaining power and compensation
pendulum, central year calendar and equation of
time. The gridiron compensation pendulum has a
temperature hand indicating the extent of compensation on a scale 15-0-15 and the indications Chaud
and Froid. There is an engraved plaque at the bottom of the case, Degrés du Cercle, indicating the
amplitude of the pendulum. Duration 1 year.
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BOURDIER
Jean-Simon Bourdier was master in 1787. He was
active at the following addresses: Quai de l’Horloge c. 1800, rue Mazarine 1806, rue Saint-Sauveur
1810-1820, rue Saint-Denis 1830. He also constructed
a year-going astronomical mantel clock, as well as
a mantel clock for the King of Spain with a double
movement. One of his clocks, with a remontoir, is in
the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers in Paris.
DUBUISSON
Dubuisson was an eminent enameller, who worked
for the great clockmakers of his time. He was established in the rue de la Huchette in 1795, and rue de
la Calandre 1812-1820.

LITERATURE
Tardy, Dictionnaire des Horlogers Français, p. 74, p. 193.
H.M. Vehmeijer, Clock their origin and development 1320-1880, part II,
p.890-891.
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A LATE GOTHIC GERMAN POLYCHROME
IRON WALL CLOCK WITH QUARTER
STRIKING
CIRCA 1585
SIZE: 44 X 13 X 15 CM.

CASE
The polychrome iron case has two doors to the sides
and is surmounted by two superimposed bells in an
elaborate two-tier bell strap, embellished by rosettes,
a larger one at the top. The paintings on the doors
depict a vase with an abundance of flowers in various colours.
DIAL
The polychrome arched dial has two chapter rings,
the larger one for the hours, the smaller one for the
quarters. The hour chapter ring has Roman numerals I-XII with diamond-shaped half-hour divisions
and Arabic numbers 13-24. The quarter-hour ring has
Roman numerals I-IIII. The time is indicated on each
ring by an iron hand. The quarter-hour ring is flanked
by painted and scrolling leaf motifs. Above the hour
ring a sun and a moon are painted, whilst the arch
depicts two wind blowing personages.

MOVEMENT
The weight-driven three-train iron
movement is constructed between
four vertical iron bars between top
and bottom plates. The going train
has vertical verge escapement with
a balance situated between the twin
top plates. The quarter-hour striking train controlled by a countwheel
indicates the quarters on the smaller
bell, on the hour followed by the
hours on the larger bell, also controlled by a countwheel. Duration 12
hours.
LITERATURE
Horloges Rustique de la Collection Meister, A. Curtis
en Zürich, Musée International d’Horlogerie
La Chaux-de-Fonds (Suisse) p. 18 and 19.
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A SMALL ELEGANT STRIKING GERMAN
HEXAGONAL ‘TISCHUHR’ WITH HALFQUARTER REPEAT AND ALARM
SIGNED: JOSEPH JANS IN PASSAU
CIRCA 1730, GERMANY
SIZE: 7 X 7,3 CM

CASE
The gilt-brass case of this magnificent clock has oval
silver-framed facetted glass windows on all sides so
that the movement is almost entirely visible. The
movement can be accessed by opening the hexagonal lid with a catch. The clock rests on three turned
gilt-brass feet.

TRAVELLING CASE
To transport the clock it can be placed in its original
leather-covered wooden travelling case. There is a
pocket to the side to accommodate the winding key.
The top has a leather disc which can be turned to
reveal an inspection port so that the dial becomes
visible. There are two brass hooks to the sides to
secure the clock to a surface.
DIAL
The engraved gilt-brass dial has a Roman silver
champlevé chapter ring with half-hour, quarter-hour,
Arabic five-minute and minute divisions. The time is
indicated by a pair of blued-steel hands. In the middle
is a gilt-brass Arabic alarm disc. The dial border is
engraved depicting a wheatear motif.
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MOVEMENT
The spring-driven, day-going movement of this
exceptionally beautiful hexagonal clock is constructed
between gilt-brass plates. It consists of going and
striking trains, as well as alarm. The going train has
a spring barrel, chain fusee and verge escapement
with hairspring balance under a fine pierced and
engraved balance cock. It can be adjusted by a brass
regulator disc, which can be seen upon opening the
bottom lid. The repeat striking indicates the hours
fully and the quarter and half quarter hours with the
appropriate number of strokes on a bell, mounted in
the lid. It is activated by a push button on the side.
The clock also has alarm and is wound from the

back. The maker has signed the clock on the backplate: Joseph Jans in Passau.
JOSEPHUS JANS
Josephus Jans was born in 1680. He was active as a
clockmaker in Passau, where he got married in 1708
and died in 1760. Several of his clocks have survived.
LITERATURE
J. Abeler, Meister der Uhrmacherkunst, Wuppertal, 2010, p. 271
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MOVEMENT
The eight-day, twin gut fusee movement has going
and striking trains, the going train with verge escapement and the rack striking train indicating the hours
on a bell. In addition the movement has pull-quarter repeat on three bells. The first quarter is silent,
the second quarter is struck on one bell, the third
on two and the fourth on three, each time followed
by the number of strokes for the hour on the hour
bell. The backplate is typically engraved with tulips,
anemones and scrolling leaves around an engraved
cartouche in which the maker has signed his work
BEN: WILLOUGHBY, BRISTOLL.

A VERY FINE ENGLISH EBONY STRIKING
BRACKET CLOCK
WITH PULL QUARTER REPEATER
SIGNED: BEN WILLOUGHBY BRISTOLL
CIRCA 1695
SIZE: 34 X 26 X 16.5 CM.

CASE
The domed, ebonywood oak case is surmounted
by a single shaped brass carrying handle. There are
glazed windows to the sides, so the movement is
visible. The glazed front door has a gilt cast-brass
escutcheon, which is balanced by a similar shaped
dummy escutcheon on the opposite side. The clock
stands on four gilt-brass bun feet.
DIAL
The square brass dial with a finely matted centre is
mounted with a silvered chapter ring surrounded by
winged-cherub spandrels in the corners. It has fine
wheat-ear engraving on the edges. The time is indicated by a finely pierced pair of blued-steel hands on
a Roman chapter ring, with half-hour, quarter-hour,
Arabic five minute and minute divisions. Above the
VI is a date aperture, whilst above the centre there
is false-pendulum aperture with a recessed silvered
signature plaque: Ben: Willoughby. At the top of the
dial above the XII is a strike/silent lever to switch off
the striking.
30

BENJAMIN WILLOUGHBY
Benjamin Willoughby was apprenticed to Robert
Dingley in December 1676 through the Clockmakers’
Company, but not freed. However, in 1687 he was
freed in Devizes (Wiltshire), where he kept the public
clock until 1689. Later, in 1692, he was recorded free
in Bristol. He was married to Bridget in 1693 and to
his second wife Elizabeth in 1699. In 1708 he worked
near the High Cross in Bristol. He is known to have
made longcase clocks and bracket clocks, as well as
watches.
LITERATURE
Brian Loomes, Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the World, London,
2010 p. 845.
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AN GRACEFUL FRENCH BLUE JOHN
MANTEL CLOCK ‘CERCLE TOURNANT’
IN THE MANNER OF MATTHEW BOULTON
CIRCA 1800
SIZE: 51.5 X 20.5 CM.

CASE
The case consists of a black marble triangular base
with hollow sides, one with the winding hole. The triangle is surmounted by a smaller similar shaped giltbrass triangle with relief panels to the sides, depicting mythological scenes. On the corners are three
sitting gilt-brass griffons. The patinated cast-bronze
middle depicts the three graces with their backs
against each other. They carry a Blue-John marble
cup, which has the gilt brass revolving chapter ring
at the upper edge. It is driven by a mechanism connected to the movement in the base and running
through the middle part. The clock is surmounted
by a gilt-brass and Blue John lid with a knob in the
shape of a stylised lotus. The hole rests on three
engine-turned ball feet.
MOVEMENT
The eight-day spring-driven movement, which is situated in the base of the case, has a going train only.
It has cylinder escapement with hair-spring balance
and regulation. Duration 8 days.
MATERIAL
Blue John (also known as Derbyshire Spar) is a
semi-precious mineral, a form of fluorite with bands
of a purple-blue or yellowish colour. In the UK it is
found only at Blue John Cavern and Treak Cliff Cavern at Castleton in Derbyshire. During the 19th century, it was mined for its ornamental value, and mining continues on a small scale. By the 19th century
Blue John was being fashioned into a wide variety
of ornamental items ranging from knife-handles to
chalices.It is sometimes said that Blue John of Derbyshire was discovered by the Romans.Roman writers, such as Pliny the Elder, refer to a soft ornamental rock which they called murrhine, out of which
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drinking vessels were carved.Pliny describes the
mineral as having a “great variety of colours” with
“shades of purple and white with a mixture of the
two”.
NOTE
Matthew Boulton was an early industrialist, scholar,
manufacturer and government contractor who was
most famed for his manufacture of ormolu and silverware that is prized by all great connoisseurs and
collectors from the 18th century through to the present day. Matthew Boulton chose marble, blue John
and other decorative stone as the material for his
vases. Matthew Boulton copied designs (such as the
3 graces) from antiquity which, seamlessly fitted in
with the new classicism sweeping the country.
THE MYTHOLOGY
In Greek mythology, a Charis or Grace is one of three
or more minor goddesses of charm, beauty, nature,
human creativity, and fertility, together known as the
Charites or Graces. The usual list, from youngest to
oldest, is Aglaea, Euphrosyne, and Thalia.They portrayed initial charm, grace or sweetness and beauty.
Later, these qualities were called intellectual, artistic
and moral, and in the end they were described by
Pindarus as ‘wisdom, beauty and fame’.

DIAL
The gilt-brass revolving chapter ring (cercle tournant)
has Roman hour numerals with half-hour divisions,
the time being indicated by the head and tongue of a
fixed gilt-brass hand in the shape of a snake.
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A FINE TWO DAY FRENCH MARINE
CHRONOMETER FROM
THE FAMOUS ‘BREGUET’
SIGNED AND NUMBERED: BREGUET, NEVEU, & COMP.IE,
NO. 345
CIRCA 1843
SIZE: 19 X 18.5 X 20 CM.

CASE
The two-tier walnut case has two external brass
drop handles attached to the sides and a sliding top,
inset with a diamond-shaped brass plaque which is
engraved No. 345. When the top is moved out, an
observation port is revealed which allows the time
being read without opening the top of the case.
The front has a lock with a diamond-shaped brass
escutcheon. The brass numbered Breguet winding
key is situated in the top right corner.
DIAL
The 10.5-cm silvered dial is signed and numbered:
BREGUET, NEVEU & COMP.IE NO. 345. It has a
Roman hour chapter ring above with outer Arabic
ten-minute divisions, the time being indicated by a
pair of golden spade hand. Below is a seconds dial
with Arabic ten-seconds divisions and a delicate
counter-balanced blued-steel hand.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven movement is constructed between
two circular plates. It has a single barrel and Earnshaw spring-detent escapement on a separate platform, with bimetallic compensation balance and
helical spring, cylindrical balance weights and adjustment screws, all housed in a brass gimballed bowl.
Duration two days.
NOTE
The clock was sold by Huette, Breguet’s agent in
Nantes, on 28 March 1843, as is testified by the official Breguet certificate.
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ABRAHAM-LOUIS BREGUET
Abraham-Louis Breguet (1747-1823), was born in
Neuchâtel, Switzerland. After becoming successful,
in 1807 he took his son Antoine-Louis, who studied
watchmaking under John Arnold in England, into
full partnership. When Louis-Antoine withdrew from
the business in 1833, the name became ‘Breguet
Neveu et Compagnie’. The nephew was Louis-Clément-François, son of Louis-Antoine, the Compagnie
an unidentified family member. Still later the firm
was taken over by Louis-Clément-François’ son, also
called Louis-Antoine. He was the last Breguet to
work in the business, as the firm gradually came into
the hands of Edward Brown via a partnership.
LITERATURE
H.M. Vehmeyer, Antieke uurwerken, een familieverzameling, p. 550 and
p. 598 e.v.
Breguet Part I nr. 1-2827
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AN EARLY ENGLISH BRASS STRIKING
LANTERN CLOCK WITH ORIGINAL
BALANCE WHEEL
SIGNED: WILLIAM SELLWOOD AT YE
MERMAYDE IN LOTHBURY
CIRCA 1635
SIZE: 40 X 15.5 X 17 CM.

CASE
The brass case is of typical form for lantern clocks, a
cage construction between four corner pillars, a top
and bottom plate and turned top finials and drop
finials screwed on at the terminals of the pillars.
There are pierced frets between the top finials, the
front one engraved with a central coat of arms and
the engraved signature along the bottom WILLIAM
SELLWOOD AT YE MERMAYDE IN LOTHBURY.
The clock is surmounted by the bell in a bell strap,
attached to the tops of the finials and in its turn surmounted by a similarly turned finial. There are doors
at both sides giving access to the movement.
DIAL
The brass dial plate has a brass chapter ring with
black Roman hour numerals, with half-hour and
inner quarter-hour divisions. The time is indicated by a single blued-steel hand.
MOVEMENT
The weight-driven movement is constructed
between three brass bars, the going train in
front of the striking train. The going train has
a vertical verge escapement with the original
balance situated on the top plate under the
bell. The count-wheel striking indicates the
hours on a bell. Duration 12 hours.
WILLIAM SELLWOOD
William Sel(l)wood was born in 1607 at Eaton near
Oxford. He was apprenticed to Henry Stevens via the
Clockmakers’ Company and freed in 1632. He took
apprentices himself almost straightaway, among
them Thomas Knifton, who later became a prolific
lantern-clock maker. He was a free brother of Clockmakers’ Company from 1633 -1652 and active as a
clockmaker in Lothbury, London for almost all his life.
He was succeeded by Thomas Loomes.
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LITERATURE
G.H. Baillie, Watchmakers &
Clockmakers of the World, p. 288.
W.F.J. Hana, Engelse
lantaarnklokken, p. 41.
B. Loomes, The early clockmakers
of Great Britain, p. 486.
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AN EXTREMELY FINE
FRENCH PIERCED AND
ENGRAVED SILVER
STRIKING COACH WATCH
WITH ALARM
SIGNED: JACQUES GOULLONS APARIS
CIRCA 1650

CASE
The elaborately pierced and engraved silver case
has a deep back cover containing a bell and a
hinged lid with a convex glass set in an engraved
bezel. The engraving on the back depicts various
flowers with a rose in the middle. Opening the
glazed lid and pressing a catch allows the movement to be turned outwards so that the watch can
be wound.
DIAL
The engraved silver dial has a Roman chapter with
half hour markers. In the middle is a large Arabic
alarm disc with a sculpted blued-steel pointer on
the rim indicating the time. In addition there is a
large blued-steel hand which can be turned to set
the alarm time. When the alarm is not used, it can
be lined up with the hour pointer giving the illusion of a large hour hand.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven, 24-hour going movement is
constructed between two gilt brass plates, connected by baluster-shaped pillars and consists of
going, striking and alarm trains. The going train
has a spring barrel, gut fusee and verge escapement with steel balance without balance spring
under a finely pierced and engraved balance
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DIAMETER: 9.5 CM.

cock. It has hog’s bristle regulation with a bluedsteel hand. The other mounts are also pierced and
engraved and have blued-steel backings.The blued
steel count wheel which indicates the hours fully on
the bell, is finely pierced and engraved. The alarm
hammer is positioned between the plates. The
maker has signed the watch on the outer rim of the
backplate: Jacques Goullons AParis.
JACQUES GOULLONS
Not much is known about this maker, but Tardy
shows some watches by him, some enamelled
watches with the Goullons AParis signature.
LITERATURE
L. Stolberg, Die Kutschenuhr, München, 1993, p. 239
Tardy, Dictionnaire des Horlogers Français, Paris, 1971, p. 267
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AN UNUSUAL AND RARE DANISH STRIKING
DAY-AND-NIGHT CLOCK
WITH ALARM
SIGNED: CHRISTTOFF LEHMAN KOPENHAGEN
CIRCA 1690
SIZE: 18 X 12.5 X 8.5 CM.
CASE
The sides of the unusual arched rectangular brass
case are covered with foux tortoishell with gold leaf
line inlays. There are pierced sound frets to the sides.
In the arch is a tray for an oil lamp, surmounted by an
aperture to release the heat. On top of the case is a
blued-steel carrying handle, whilst the whole rests on
a moulded line-inlaid tortoise-shell covered base.
DIAL
The gilt-brass front is elaborately engraved, depicting
a crown and a monogram surrounded by elaborate
scroll leaf motifs. Above the middle is a silver champlevé chapter ring with Roman numerals I-XII, halfhour and quarter-hour divisions. The time is indicated
by a single pierced blued-steel hand, which is attached
to the Arabic gilt-brass alarm disc. The alarm is set by
turning a blued-steel alarm hand on an Arabic ring
1-12. The chapter ring is surmounted by an aperture,
behind which a pierced hour disc revolves. A light or
candle behind this aperture would show the time in
the dark.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven, day-going movement, which is reminiscent of Renaissance clocks, is constructed between
plates connected by shaped pillars. It consists of going
and striking trains, as well as an alarm. The going train
has a fusee and verge escapement with a hairspring
balance and regulation, under a pierced and engraved
cock, situated on the backplate. The bell striking is regulated by a numbered external countwheel, the bell
being mounted on the back door. The clock is wound
from the rear. The maker has signed the movement
on the backplate as follows: CHRISTTOFF LEHMAN
KOPENHAGEN. Duration 24 hours.
CHRISTOPHER LEHMANN
Christopher Lehmann was active as a clockmaker in
the Pilestraede in Copenhagen at the end of the 17th
century.
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LITERATURE
Brian Loomes, Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the World,
London, 2006, p. 475.
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‘AN EXCEPTIONAL AND UNIQUE
MASTERPIECE’
A BOHEMIAN GILT METAL QUARTERSTRIKING TABLE CLOCK WITH CROSSBEAT ESCAPEMENT AND REMONTOIR IN
THE MANNER OF JOST BURGI
CIRCA 1620
SIZE: 56 X 38.5 X 25.5 CM.

is centred at the base with a mask within a cartouche and above with the sun, the furniture consisting
of hour lines VI-VI anticlockwise, lines of declination,
signs of the Zodiac and Bohemian hour lines, with
an engraved and hinged gnomon, a silver dial below
engraved with concentric rings and Arabic numerals
I-8 regulation of time, flanked by engraved allegorical
figures of the sun seated on a lion and the moon on
a dolphin.

CASE
The gilt-brass case has four panels flanked by cast
and turned pillars on integral plinths and is engraved
with masks and scrolls. The left panel of the case
has a glazed aperture and is engraved with putti,
scroll borders and a cherub leaning on an hourglass within a cartouche above a silver quarter-hour
dial. The right panel also has a glazed aperture and
is engraved with scroll borders, putti and a cherub
blowing bubbles within a cartouche, above a silver
hourstrike dial; the whole is raised on a moulded
base with winged-claw feet and surmounted by an
architectural cresting with turned finials within a baluster gallery rail.
DIAL
The front panel is bordered with shaped glazed apertures to view the crossbeat escapement action, there
is a remontoir state of wind disk with fine blued steel
pointer to the left. The whole is finely engraved with
architectural scrolls, two putti holding aloft swags,
a putto with a scythe and a putto with an oar. In
the middle is a plain hammered-silver dial with an
engraved chapter ring I-XII twice and half-hour star
markings, the outer gilt brass ring engraved with the
four quarters I-IIII and five-minute divisions with
Arabic numerals. The blued-steel hour and minute
hands have counter-balance tails. The upper portion
of the back panel is engraved with similar decoration
and centred by a silver dial, finely engraved with a
direct south-facing vertical sundial for an approximate
latitude of 50° (Prague) The architectural scroll border
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MOVEMENT
The posted frame has steel corner posts and four
gilt-brass plates supporting the barrel and going
train. A gut line is attached to a pulley running over
a further pulley, mounted on the back corner post,
to the large spring barrel. The setting up is realised
by an intermediate winding wheel mounted on an
arbor wound through the front dial plate. A second
line runs from the maintaining pulley to one of two
fixed pulleys on an extended arbor carrying the state
of remontoir wind disc. The second pulley has a line
running to a grooved lever activated by the quarter
striking thus effecting the remontoir rewind; the
21.5cm diameter steel escape wheel with 6 crossings
and 180 finely cut teeth is driven by a short steel
train of two pinions and wheels mounted between
a large bridge and the front plate. The motion work
has a quarter star wheel mounted on the front plate;
the cross-beat foliots geared together and pivoted
between the front plate and a further scalloped plate
mounted with a depthing carriage for the escapement, fine adjustment by means of a cam and spring.
The front plate has two arched inspection apertures,
whilst the cross-beat levers have adjustable crisply
cast, chased and gilded winged-cherub heads. The
quarter and hour striking trains are latched to the
base, both trains with chain fusees, barrels with
pinned caps, outside ratchet wheels, steel wheels
and pinions of a particularly fine tooth form and
front winding through a pierced copper dust cover.
The quarter-striking countwheel carries four sets of
three pins engaging a scalloped lever thus rewinding the remontoir spring. There is additional gearing
showing the last quarter struck on the left-side dial,
a pivoted lever releasing the hour striking train with
similar gearing to show the last hour struck on the
right-side dial. Duration 2 days.
NOTE
There are four similar clocks known; two in Kassel,
one in Dresden and one in Copenhagen. Clocks
are one of the most important inventions of the
Renaissance period. This clock is one of the rarest
examples of Germanic clockmaking to appear on
the market for many years. And although unsigned
utilises two of the inventions of Jost Burgi (15521632), namely the cross beat escapement and the
remontoire, both of which contributed to the development of accurate timekeeping. In 1604 Burgi was
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LITERATURE
H. Alan Lloyd, Some outstanding
clocks over seven hundred years 12501950 (A 03), p. 64, plate 65 - 72.
Klaus Maurice, Die Deutsche
Räderuhr, Band II (G 23),
p. 81, plate 635 - 637
Klaus Maurice, The Clockwork
Universe (Die Welt als Uhr) (I 46),
p. 76, 220-221, 226-227.
A.E Seemann, Kostbare Instrumente
und Uhren(M 10), p. 124 – 125

appointed Imperial Clockmaker to Emperor Rudolph
11 in Prague and was foremost among the clock and
globe makers of the time. He was known to have
made a number of experimental docks with similar
movements, all of which were unsigned, see H. Alan
Lloyd Same Outstanding Clocks Over Seven Hundred Years 1250-1950, chapter VIII page 61 and plates
66 to 72. The small number of cross beat clocks
that exist are mostly contained in unadorned cases,
suggesting they were made for practical astronomi-

cal calculations. By contrast, this dock is housed in
a highly finished case and can be assumed to have
been commissioned for a noble client. A clear indication that the clock was made for use in Prague is
shown by the superbly engraved direct south facing
sundial on the back of the clock designed for that
latitude.
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‘THE LION KING’ AN IMPORTANT GERMAN
RENAISSANCE AUTOMATON STRIKING
TABLE CLOCK
SIGNED: CHRISTOFF MILLER AUG
CIRCA 1640
SIZE: 33 X 24 X 16.5 CM.

CASE
The fire-gilt brass rampant lion stands on a fire-gilt
and engraved brass plate, which forms the top of the
ebony-veneered wooden case. The movement and
automaton mechanism are situated in the rear of
the octagonal case, which has eight windows to the
sides. The movement can be accessed by removing
a cover which is secured by a catch. There is a hole
in the brass top plate next to the quarter-hour dial
through which the striking can be synchronised with
the going train if necessary, using a pin. The whole
rests on eight raised ebony bun feet.
DIAL
This very rare clock has two dials. The lion holds a
shaped gilt brass plate with a silver dial with Roman
hour, half-hour and quarter-hour divisions. The time
is indicated by a single blued-steel hand. In the middle
are engraved flowers. The other silver dial is situated near one of the lion’s hind legs in the engraved
octagonal gilt-brass plate which forms the top of the
ebony-veneered case. This dial indicates the quarter
hours with a small blued-steel hand and has Roman
quarter-hour and 7½-minute divisions.
MOVEMENT
The brass spring-driven movement of this impressive table clock, a so-called Figurenuhr, is constructed between octagonal brass plates. It consists
of going and striking trains. The going train has a
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spring barrel, chain fusee and verge escapement
with balance. The striking train is controlled by a
countwheel and indicates the hours fully on a bell. In
addition, the clock has two automata, one operated
by the going train moving the lion’s eyes, the other
opening and closing its mouth, functioning when
the clock strikes. The clock is wound from the back.
The maker has signed the clock on the backplate,
on which the bell is mounted, CHRISTOFF MILLER
AUG. Duration 24 hours.
CHRISTOPH MILLER
Christoph Miller (also Müller) was born around 1620
and died after 1651. At the age of 17 he became master clockmaker and member of the Augsburg clockmakers guild. There are several clocks by his hand in
various museums, such as the National Museum of
Prague, Museo Galileo in Florence and the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
LITERATURE
A. Chapuis, E. Droz, Automata, Neuchatel, 1958, p. 71 fig. 78.
D. Roberts, Mystery, Novelty and Fantasy Clocks, p. 36, fig. 3-5A,B & C.
Klaus Maurice, Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Band II, p. 51, fig. 322.
Klaus Maurice und Otto Mayer, Die Welt als Uhr, Deutsche Uhren und
Automaten 1550-1650, p. 257, fig. 85.
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EXCEPTIONAL GERMAN ‘SÄULENUHR’
WITH A GILT-BRASS QUARTER-STRIKING
MOVEMENT WITH MOON CALENDER
SIGNED AND DATED: MATTHIAS HÜNETIZ
PRAGENIS, HAMBURGI FECIT 1660
SIZE: 74 X 19 X 19 CM.

CASE
This impressive firegilt brass case is elaborately
embellished by openwork cast and engraved ornaments depicting acanthus-, scroll- and roll motifs,
with winged cherub heads in the corners around the
dials. This type of edge ornamentation with winged
cherub heads, whether or not between imaginative
cartouches of roll and other embellishments, can
be seen in seventeenth century prints of ornamentation, for example after the design by the German
artists Daniel Meijer and Christoph Jamnitzer. Such
prints served as examples for goldsmiths who made
clock cases.
The scroll motif along the relief mouldings on the
four sides of the case containing the movement refer
to the so-called fire iron, a symbol that occurs on
counter coins from the period of Philip the Good
(1396-1467). He was the founder of the exclusive
Order of the Golden Fleece, which he established on
the occasion of his marriage to Isabella of Portugal
in 1430. In this way he wanted to bond a network
of noblemen to himself and to defend the Christian
Faith against Islam.1 The fire iron and flint formed
the pattern of the chain of the Order of the Golden
Fleece, with attached to it a golden ram’s skin, which
referred to the myth of Jason and the Argonauts. In
this mythological tale Jason led the Argonauts in
their quest for the golden ram’s skin: the Golden
Fleece. Philip the Good regarded the Argonauts as
the first knights and himself as Jason, their leader.
The same scroll motif can be recognised in the collar
chain of the military strategist Ambrogio Spinola as
portrayed by Michiel Jansz. van Mierevelt, a painting now in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. Spinola
became a knight of the Order of the Golden Fleece
in 1605.
There is a blued-steel column on the case containing
the movement around which spirals an openwork
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firegilt brass ribbon, the Austrian chain of the Order
of the Golden Fleece, consisting of interlocking fire
irons and flints. The official split of the Order into
the Austrian and the Spanish branches took place
later than the production of this Säulenuhr.
King Philip IV of Spain was the grand master of the
Order of the Golden Fleece In the year that clockmaker Matthias Hünetiz created this clock. In his
time the Holy Roman Emperor Leopold became a

knight of the Order in 1654. Leopold I is portrayed
with the Austrian variant of the chain of the Golden
Fleece by the German artist Benjamin Block. He was
also king of Bohemia from 1657 to 1705. Matthias
Hünetiz came originally from Prague, the capital of
Bohemia, and worked in Hamburg. It is possible that
he showed his loyalty to Leopold I by wearing this
Austrian variant of the Golden Fleece motif.
The mechanism which operates the sphere on the
top runs through the column. This sphere, representing the moon, is set in a meridian on a fine
Corinthian capital which surmounts the column.
The full-moon side of the moon is gilded whilst the
new-moon side is made of blued steel. The equator is formed by a silver band with Arabic numerals on which the moon date is indicated by a fixed
blued-steel pointer. The meridian is surmounted
by a turned finial. The base of the case has pierced
sound frets to propagate the bell sound. The whole
is raised on four silvered winged-claw feet.
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DIAL
There are dials on all four sides of the case. That
on the front shows the time on a silvered Roman
chapter ring with quarter-hour, Arabic five-minute
and minute divisions. The dial on the left-hand side
shows the date with Arabic numerals 1-31. On the
right-hand side is a 24-hour ring with Roman numerals I-XII twice. The slide above this ring operates the
regulation mechanism of the going train. All dials
have blued-steel hands and chased and engraved
centres depicting floral motifs. At the back are two
rings showing the positions of the hour-striking and
the quarter-hour striking trains. The winding holes
are also on this side, as well as the engraved signature of the maker and the year of production MATTHIAS HÜNETIZ PRAGENSIS, HAMBURGI FECIT
1660.
MOVEMENT
This Säulenuhr has a steel spring-driven movement constructed between bars with vertical verge
escapement and balance wheel, the going train having a fusee. It has an hour-striking train regulated by
a countwheel as well as a quarter-striking train, indicating the quarters on two bells differing in pitch,
which are mounted at the bottom of the clock.
ABOUT THE CLOCK
A Säulenuhr is a pillar table clock which originates
in the seventeenth century. Extravagant variants of
this model were made in the areas of Augsburg and
Munich around 1660–1670.
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PROVENANCE

LITERATURE

The client or buyer of this Säulenuhr was probably a member of the

http://www.antiquesatoz.com/sgfleece/

South-West German royal dynasty of Fürstenberg, as this clock originates

West-Vlaanderen, Jaargang 11, Christelijk Vlaams Kunstenaarsverbond,

from the Von Fürstenberg-Stammheim collection. One of their seven-

z.p. 1962

teenth-century ancestors, Wratislaw I Count Von Fürstenberg (1584–1631)

J. Abeler, Meister der Uhrmacherkunst, Wuppertal, 2010, p. 299

who was born in Prague, was a knight of the Order of the Golden Fleece.

K. Maurice, Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Band II, München, 1976, Figs. 686,

One of his children or grandchildren might have commissioned the

687, 690-692

manufacture of this clock.

J. Hall, Hall’s Iconografisch handboek, Leiden, 1992
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AN LARGE AND RARE GERMAN
GILT-METAL SQUARE QUARTERSTRIKING TABLE CLOCK
WITH ALARM
PUNCHMARK: N.S. (NICOLAUS SCHMIDT)
CIRCA 1580
SIZE: 9 X 17 X 17 CM.
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CASE
The fire-gilt brass case is elaborately embellished
with finely chased and engraved scroll, leaf and vine
motifs on the top, raised cast reliefs to the side and
floral and leaf motifs at the bottom. There are circular apertures in the bottom lid to accommodate
the bells mounted on the backplate. The lid can be
opened with a catch. Next to the winding holes are
texts in Spanish indicating the functions of the winding arbors: despiertador, campa, cuerda and quartos
(alarm, strike, going, quarters). The whole is raised
on four feet in the shape of winged putto heads,
a popular motif in the Renaissance. The reliefs on
the sides depict a scene from antiquity: the lion
hunt and celebration of victory. The lion hunt has a
long history. It was regarded to be a King’s sport in
ancient Assyria and was a symbol of the King fighting for and protecting his people1. The king as lion
hunter was a popular motif in royal art symbolising
courage and intrepidity. In the 16th century the iconography from antiquity was revived and served as
an important source of inspiration for painters and
craftsmen. Roman sarcophagi with hunting scenes
were a model for works of art and a popular theme
with the nobility, such as the Medicis2. Via drawings
and prints classical motifs were spread in Europe.
The lion hunt on the side of this table clock is based
on a relief on a Roman sarcophagus in the Palazzo
Rospigliosi in Rome3. The dynamic composition is
also reminiscent of a relief on a Roman sarcophagus from collection Borghese in the Louvre4. The
Italian engraver Giovanni Antonio da Brescia created
an engraving on the basis of the sarcophagus in het
Palazzo Rospigliosi around 1510-1520. This engraving was presumably the source of inspiration for the
relief on the present clock5. This scene occurs on
reliefs of various German clocks and commemorative plaques from the 16th century6. This clock must
have been popular not only because of its movement and function, but also its beautiful execution
commensurate with the contemporary vogue of the
Renaissance of the 16th century.

DIAL
The firegilt square dial has a prominent chapter ring,
set in a firegilt bezel with Roman quarter-hour division
with touch pieces to ascertain the time in the dark, as
well as Arabic five minute divisions. The silver ring
has Roman hour twice I-XII with half-hour divisions
and, more towards the centre, Arabic numerals 1-24.
The inner gilt brass ring shows Italian hours with

four times Arabic numerals 1-6. In the middle is an
engraved Arabic gilt-brass alarm disc twice 1-12 having
three holes to facilitate setting. The time is indicated
by a pair of blued-steel hands, the hour hand having a
tail to indicate the alarm time.
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MOVEMENT
The spring-driven four-train gilt-brass and iron movement has square plates. The going train has a fusee
and verge escapement with foliot. The striking trains
first indicate the quarters on a smaller bell, followed
by the hours on the larger bell, both governed by
numbered steel countwheels. The maker has marked
the clock on the backplate twice with his initials: N.S.
FOR NICOLAUS SCHMIDT.
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ABOUT THE CLOCK AND NICOLAUS SCHMIDT
Nicolaus Schmidt’s clock is a great piece of art and
of the highest quality. This type of clock is called a
horizontal table clock or in German Tischuhr and is
rare. It originates in the 16th century and was not
only a timepiece, but also an object to be admired.

LITERATURE
1 The British Museum, online catalogue. Assyria (room 10) Assyria: Lion
Hunts (Room 10a).
2 Ram, M., Giovanni Stradano en de uitbeelding van het dier in de kunst
van de Renaissance, master thesis, Utrecht University, 2011.
3 www.census.de, ID 16150.
4 Louvre, inv. nr. MR 739.

Nicolaus Schmidt the Elder was born in Luxemburg
in 1549. He became master clockmaker in 1576 married the daughter of the renowned clockmaker Hans
Fronmüller in the same year. He established himself
in Augsburg where he died in 1620. A number of his
clocks form parts of the collections of prominent
museums, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York and the Basel Historisches Museum.

5 See the collection of the British Museum. http://www.britishmuseum.
org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.
aspx?objectId=1346651&partId=1&searchText=aspertini&page=1
6 Maurice, K., Die Deutsche Räderuhr, Band II, Fig. 511a and Weber, G.,
Renaissance Plakketten, Figs. 173,1 and 173,2.
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A TOP QUALITY GERMAN SILVER
ENGRAVED CARRIAGE CLOCK
WITH ORIGINAL TRAVELCASE, QUARTER
STRIKING, QUARTER REPEATER AND
ALARM
SIGNED: JOHANN SCHMIDTBAUR BAMBERG
CIRCA 1740
SIZE: 18 X 12 X 5.5 CM.

CASE
The silver and gilt-brass case has an elaborately
shaped silver front depicting scroll motifs, caryatids
and a female head at the bottom, behind which the
movement is housed. The engraved sides have giltbrass framed windows. The case is surmounted by a
gilt brass carrying handle, whilst to the left there is a
repetition button. The whole rests on gilt cast-brass
feet.
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DIAL
The silver dial has a silver champlevé chapter ring
with Roman numerals, Arabic five-minute and minute
divisions. The time is indicated by a pair of pierced
gilt-brass hands. There is a silver Arabic alarm disc
behind the hands. Above the chapter ring is a subsidiary strike/silent ring with a gilt-brass hand to switch
off the striking, Schlagt/S Nicht.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven brass movement is constructed
between plates and consists of going, striking and
alarm trains. The going train has verge escapement
with balance wheel and gut fusee, with regulation.
The striking indicates the hours fully on a bell and
the quarters on an additional bell. It can be repeated
at will by pushing the repetition button. First the
quarters are struck, followed by the hours. The
movement also has an alarm, which makes use of
the larger bell. The maker has signed the back plate
gracefully: JOHANN SCHMIDTBAUR BAMBERG.
Duration 24 hours.
TRAVELLING CASE
The leather-covered travelling case has a circular window at the front with a convex glass, set in
a gilt-brass bezel. At the rear is a sound fret with a
silk-backed pierced and engraved gilt-brass cover.
The two parts which make up the case have two
engraved brass hinges, which allow the clock to be
put into it. It is surmounted by a gilt-brass carrying
handle.
JOHANN SCHMIDTBAUR
Johann Schmidtbaur was active as a clockmaker in
Augsburg and Bamberg. He was born in Donauwörth and died in Bamberg 31 January 1757. Several
of his clocks are known to be in existence.
LITERATURE
J. Abeler, Meister der Uhrmacherkunst, Wuppertal, 2010, p. 504.
H.M. Vehmeyer, Clocks, their origin and development 1320-1880,
p. 196, 197.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL AUTOMATON
FRENCH SINGING-BIRD STRIKING
CARRIAGE CLOCK WITH ALARM AND
CENTER SECONDS
SIGNED: JAPY FRÈRES ET CIE, EXPOSITION 1855,
GRANDE MED. D’ HONNEUR
CIRCA 1860
SIZE: 33 X 13 X 12 CM.

CASE
The engraved gilt-brass case of this unusual and
rare carriage clock has facetted glass windows on
all sides so that the movement and the bird automaton are entirely visible. At the back are two doors,
the top one having a mirror on the inside so that
the bird can been seen very well. The corners of
the case are embellished by acanthus leaf ornaments. The clock is surmounted by a shaped carrying handle. The whole rests on an embellished and
engraved shaped base.
DIAL
The white enamel dial is set in an engraved gilt-brass
mask and has a Roman chapter ring with five-minute and minute divisions. The time is indicated by a
pair of finely cut blued-steel Breguet hands. In addition it has a central sweep seconds hand. Below is a
subsidiary Arabic alarm dial with a blued-steel hand
indicating the alarm time.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven, eight-day movement is constructed between plates. It consists of going and
striking trains. The going train has English lever
escapement with hairspring balance and regulation. The striking indicates the hour fully and the
half hours with a single stroke on a bell. In addition, there is a repeat button on the front, with
which the last hour struck can be repeated. The
clock also has an alarm. The bird-cage automaton
is activated just before the clock strikes the hour.
The bird moves its wings and sings a two-note
song. The automaton mechanism is situated in the
base and is wound on the side. The clock itself is
wound at the back, where there are also the arbors
for setting the time and the alarm, the functions
of which are indicated in English. The backplate is
stamped by the maker JAPY FRÈRES ET CIE, Expositions 1855, Med. D’ Honneur. Duration 8 days.
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JAPY FRÈRES
Japy Frères et Cie was active in Beaucourt in the
French Comté and in Paris around 1850, in the
Rue du Temple, 1860, the Rue du Château d’Eau.
The company produced a great number of carriage
clocks, but the present one is rare.
LITERATURE
Tardy, Dictionnaire des Horlogers Français, Paris, 1971, p. 326
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‘SALOMON COSTER’S AGENT’
THE FIRST FRENCH EBONY AND
TORTOISESHELL STRIKING RELIGIEUSE
SIGNED: NICOLAS HANET APARIS
CIRCA 1658-1660
SIZE: 34 X 24 X 10 CM.

CASE
The rectangular ebony-veneered oak case has a front
door with a tortoise-shell veneered frame. The bell
is situated on top of the case and is surmounted by
a vase-shaped finial. At the back are two suspension
eyes. To access the movement the door is opened,
and the dial catch subsequently pressed to allow the
dial to turn outwards. The walnut-veneered inside of
the backboard is embellished by a rectangular ebony
line inlay.
DIAL
The blue-velvet covered brass dial has a silver chapter ring with Roman numerals, half-hour, quarter-hour and Arabic minute divisions. Below is an
engraved shaped silver lambrequin signature plaque:
NICOLAS HANET APARIS. This cartouche can be
lifted up to reveal a hole through which the pendulum
can be set going whilst the clock is on the wall. The
time is indicated by a fine pair of shaped silver hands.
MOVEMENT
The early day-going, single barrel movement has
going and striking trains, driven by a single barrel.
The going train has verge escapement with a short
pendulum between cycloidal cheeks. The striking
train is regulated by a large external count wheel and
indicates the hours fully and the half hours by a single stroke on a bell. The countwheel has engraved
Arabic numerals indicating the position of the striking train. Duration 30 hours.
NICOLAS HANET
Nicolas Hanet was Salomon Coster’s agent in Paris
and as such responsible for the delivery of a large
number of Coster clocks to buyers in Paris, who usually placed their orders through Huygens. In 1657 or
1658 he worked in Coster’s workshop in The Hague
to learn how to make the newly-invented pendulum
clock; Hanet visited The Hague three times. On his
third visit his return to Paris, planned in December
1659, was postponed until March/April 1660; this
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was probably due to Coster’s death in December
1659. In 1658, Hanet was the first Frenchman to
make a pendulum clock and he may therefore be
regarded as the ‘father’ of the French pendulum
clock. The present clock shows a large number similarities with early Hague clocks. At the same time
it points towards the years to come as the door is
tortoise-shell veneered, the harbinger of embellishments that were to become typical of the later
French clocks in the 17th century. Hanet’s date of
birth is unknown; he died in Le Mans in 1723.

LITERATURE
H.M. Vehmeyer, Clocks, their origin and development 1320-1880,
p. 312-313.
Huygens Legacy, Exhibition Het Loo Palace, Apeldoorn, p. 44-45.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL AND RARE ENGLISH
STRIKING MUSICAL BRACKET CLOCK
WITH QUARTER, MUSICAL
REPEATER AND 42 MELODIES
SIGNED: CLAUDIUS DUCHESNE DEAN STREET
S:T ANNS SO’HO LONDINI FECIT
CIRCA 1715
SIZE: 81 X 38.5 X 29 CM.

CASE
The imposing brass bound ebony-veneered case
has an inverted bell top and five brass flambeau
finials standing on brass reeded ebony plinths. It has
baluster drop carrying handles to the sides and brass
capped stop-fluted pilasters to the front and rear
doors. Its turntable plinth stands on gold-lacquered
brass block feet. The bell top is covered with an
attractively engraved gold lacquered brass top
plate with the makers name and address: Claudius
Duschesne Dean Street St: Anns So’ho Londini
Fecit. The dominant decorative feature of the case
is undoubtedly the exquisite gold lacquered brass
sound frets which can be found as gallery frets
around the bell top and to the sides of the case.
These are finely fretted and beautifully engraved with
foliate scrolls and floral baskets.
DIAL
The 8¼” x 12” break arch dial with three winding holes
has a finely matted centre and a date aperture above VI
and finely cut blued-steel hands. There is a mock pendulum aperture below XII showing the maker’s name
on its engraved and silvered background plaque. The
silvered brass chapter ring is engraved with Roman
numerals, fleur-de-lys style half-hour, Arabic five-minute, and diamond half-quarter and minute divisions. It
bears the makers signature CLAUDIUS DUCHESNE
LONDINI at VI. There are four finely embossed mask
and foliate designed spandrels, the bottom ones with
a Chronos mask and the upper ones with a Diana
mask. The finely foliate engraved arch has strike/nonstrike lever (S-N) setting, apertures for moon phase
and moon age - recorded in 59 half moon-days - and
the following subsidiary dials with their blued steel
faceted pointers: rise and fall regulation, days of
the week - in French - and their symbols; finally the
months of the year - in French - with their relevant
number of days.
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MOVEMENT
The substantial eight-day movement has eight
knobbed pillars, triple gut fusees and verge
escapement with a spring suspended pendulum and rise-and-fall regulation through a foliate
engraved snail. In addition it has pull-quarter and
hour-repeat chiming on six bells via a small ⅞”
cylinder and rack and snail hour strike on a further bell. The backplate is profusely engraved with
a wheat-ear framed symmetrical scrolling foliage
with two birds flanking beneath a central grotesque mask and an oval wheat-ear framed Apollo
mask. The musical train - with repeater - plays
a tune on the hour via a nest of 12 bells and 24
hammers on 21+1 exchangeable 3⅛” long pinned
cylinders, twelve in the turn table drawer and nine
in the case drawer. The cylinders bear the following 42 engraved titles:

1. The Rumer / A Minuett
2. Amaible Vainqueur / Saraband
3. A Menuitte / A Menuitte
4. Btitans Strike Home / A Jigg
5. Malborough Health / Richmond Ball
6. doglia Hercules / Bell Piacer Rinald
7. Vna Speranza / Hercules Male lotte
8. A Jigg / Bobing Joan
9. The Dame of Honour / Old Woman poor & blind
10. Boare / Rigadoon
11. O happy happy Groves / A Minuet
12. March des Bostangis / A minuett
13. A Hornpipe / A Hornpipe
14. A Menuette / A Menuett Operadi Hidaspes
15. Tho Jockey Sud me Long / H Loves a Sweet
Passion
16. Galloping Nag / A Jigg
17. A Gavot N°1 / A Gavot 2
18. A Trumpitt Minuett / An Air
19. The Marlborough / A minuet
20. Gongia la / Sorte Arminius Hocenon Soche
P. fido
21. The Granadeers March / Lelebulero
The two tunes on each cylinder are selectable
through a setting lever at the side of the case.
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CLAUDE DUCHESNE
The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV
in 1685 caused a massive influx of Huguenot emigrants from France into England. As a religiously
tolerant country, with pre-existing Huguenot communities, England was a natural sanctuary for those
fleeing persecution in France. It is estimated that
by 1700 the Huguenot population in the London
area alone numbered between 20,000 and 25,000.
Claude Duchesne was one of those who left Paris
to start a new life in London. He was made a Free
Brother in the Clockmakers’ Company in 1693 and
lived in Long Acre in the parish of St Anne’s, in
Soho. Duchesne is thought to have lived until about
1730; his son Antoine became freeman in the Goldsmiths’ Company. Claude Duchesne is noted for
making musical and complicated clocks; a pair of
silver-mounted ebony musical bracket clocks with
interchangeable musical cylinders exist in the Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen. He took on Richard Bull-

ock as an apprentice in 1715, although he no doubt
retained others. In 1718 he was excused stewardship
....because he has five children and pleads inability.
The prolific Duchesne family was established simultaneously in the major clock making centres of London, Paris, Amsterdam and Geneva.
LITERATURE
B. Loomes, Watchmakers & Clockmakers of the world, p. 227.
R. Barder, The Georgian Bracket Clock 1714-1830, p. 26, 39, 80, 158.
D. Thompson, Clocks, 2004, p. 98
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AN UNUSUAL AND TECHNICAL
FRENCH STRIKING CARRIAGE CLOCK
WITH VISIBLE ESCAPEMENT
AND MUTIPEL INDICATIONS
IN THE MANNER OF PONS
CIRCA 1830
SIZE: 13.5 X 12.5 X 8 CM.

CASE
The holm oak case is embellished by fruit-wood borders. The panel at the back can be opened with a
catch, giving access to the movement. The case is
surmounted by a shaped gilt-brass carrying handle.
The case rests on four gilt-brass bun feet.
DIAL
The circular gilt-brass dial has a silvered-brass chapter ring with black Roman hour numerals, five-minute and minute divisions. The time is indicated by a
pair of blued-steel Breguet hands. Below the middle
is the jewelled hairspring balance with regulator pin.
The direction for the regulation is indicated by the letters R and A (retard - slow and advance - fast). Above
the middle is a rotating silvered brass seconds ring.
There are two apertures to the left and the right of
the middle, the left one to set the alarm time (with
a watch key) and the one on the right indicating the
date. The balance is flanked by the winding arbors.
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The dial is protected by a facetted glass, set in a giltbrass bezel.
MOVEMENT
The spring-driven brass movement consists of going
and striking trains. The going train has a single-pin
escapement, a modified Dent Crank lever escapement on that with hairspring balance and regulation,
which is constructed visibly on the dial. The striking
train indicates the hours fully and the half hours with
a single stroke on a bell. The clock has trip repeat,
activated by pushing a button on the case. In addition, the clock has an alarm. The clock is wound on
the front. Duration 8 days.
NOTE
One identical clock is known and numbered and
signed by the clockmaker: Honoré Pons.
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EXCELLENT SWISS QUALITY ‘TELLERUHR’
SIGNED: JOSEPHUS CAROLUS KÄPPELIN IN LUCERN
DATED: 1703
SIZE: 55 X 37.5 X 7 CM

CASE
The clock is suspended with a gilt brass ring,
mounted on the back of the dial, whilst the movement is protected by an iron housing.
DIAL
The velvet-covered iron dial plate has an exceptionally
beautifully pierced and chased firegilt dial. It has a
Roman chapter ring with fleur-de-lys half-hour divisions. The pierced surround depicts six cherubs, the
upper two bearing a blank crowned coat of arms, set
in scrolling acanthus leaves. The time is indicated
by a single shaped, pierced and engraved gilt-brass
hand. The pendulum cock apron is also engraved
with a fleur-de-lys motif

MOVEMENT
The day-going, spring-driven firegilt brass movement
has a going train only. It has a chain fusee with verge
escapement and a short front pendulum, a so-called
Kuhschwanzpendel (‘ox-tail pendulum’). The clock
is wound at the back. The maker has signed the
movement on the backplate in beautifully engraved
manner: Josephus Carolus Käppelin In Lucern. The
movement is dated 1703. Duration 24 hours.
KÄPPELIN, KÄPPELI, KAPPELIN
Joseph Karl Käppeli was born in Luzern in 1659 and
died in 1736. There are some clocks known from this
maker, this Telleruhr and two Türmchenuhren.
LITERATURE
J. Abeler, Meister der Uhrmacherkunst, Wuppertal, 2010, p. 281.
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